SOUNDWAVE® SKY
Acoustic Panel
By Marre Moerel

FACTS

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Soundwave® Sky is designed by Marre Moerel who got the inspiration for the sound
absorbing panel from the silhouette of cities, in particular that of New York, but the pattern
can also be seen as an abstraction of nature. The panels have a regular, rectangular form.
When placed horizontally a straight line is formed at the top which is then broken into slightly
angled horizontal lines. The pattern reflects New York’s grid of streets and can also be seen as
an enormous mountain range from a bird’s eye view. Vertically the pattern is transformed into
skyscrapers or primeval rock formations. The sound absorbing effect can be varied depending
on how the panel is mounted. Vertically placed Sky reflects the sound back and forth.
Horizontally place it instead absorbed the sound.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELING

“I have spent a lot of time in New York, and in cities like that everything is about sound and
noise and about how the inhabitants can reach through that barrier of sound. That is why I felt
so motivated to start developing a personally designed panel when Offecct gave me the
possibility”, says Marre Morel.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Sky is a lightweight sound absorber in the upper frequency range (500 Hz and above). These
panels help reduce disturbing reflections of environmental noise such as voices, telephones
etc. Recyclable moulded polyester fibre in anthracite, grey and offwhite.

ANTHRACITE GREY

OFFWHITE

ACCESSORIES
Seperate filling made of recycled textile and PET. Basfill is being placed inside the Soundwave
panels in order to improve sound absorption in the lower frequency range (150-500 Hz). Basfill
is available as accessories to all panels exept for Luna and Pix.
BASFILL

SOUNDWAVE® SKY

H 585, W 585, D 60
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This product is available in an eco-labeled performance, certified by the Nordic Ecolabel and/or Möbelfakta.
By choosing this product you make a difference towards a better environment.

